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 20 MW Reactor 
 Source of neutrons 
 Control Needs upgrades 
 New hardware requires 

new software 
 Must still meet operating 

license requirements 
◦ SCRAM Test 
◦ Withdrawal & Insertion Test 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m going to very quickly go over the basis of my project. Basically we have a 20 mw reactor which *click serves as a source neutrons to allow scientists to perform a variety of experiments (spectroscopy and the such). However, the reactor was built back in the 60’s and so were the control systems. The reactor has to deal with issues of obsolescence which means that if a part or circuit component breaks it may be difficult to find a replacement simply because it has stopped being produced. To deal with this the control room is undergoing a total digital upgrade. As such it is necessary to develop associated software. *click The reactor must still meet certain legal requirements two of which are that it must annually pass *click a scram test and a *click w & I test. The surf student last year developed a program to collect data for the scram test.



 Full in (0 deg) 
 Full Out (41 deg) 
 Must Fall 5 deg in 

under 240 ms 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what is a scram test? *click It used to stand for safety control rod axe man because back in the days of ye olde reactore a man with an axe was always on duty to cut a rope that would release a control rod into the reactor and hopefully stop any runaway reaction. *click Today we have better method of doing this. The reactor has four shim arms that control reaction rates depending on their angular position. *click At this position the shim arms are fully in and there is no reaction. This is defined as the zero angle for the shim arms. *click The full out position is defined as about 41 degrees.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our office there is a mock up of the mechanism that controls the shim arms which has five basic parts of interest. *click and read all*. The mockup is useful for understanding and improving the mechanics of a scram.



 Study code and revise Scram test program 
 Make Rod withdrawal and insertion test 

program 
 Revise technical specification procedures 

(tech. spec.) 
 Help study test stand behavior 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My goals were to study the code already developed by last years student and add features useful to the Control room operators who are the ones that actually perform these tests. Then I needed to make a program for the w&I test and to revise what are called Tech spec. procedures. Tech specs official documents that must be followed and evaluated to satisfy the requirements of the operating license. Main point of project was to automate tests and make procedures simple and easy for reactor ops. The last goal was to help study shim arm test stand behavior.
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 Represented with 
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 Classic mass spring 
damper system 
◦ Two stage damper 
◦ Unknown friction 

forces 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I worked with Alon Eyal to gather data and try to formulate a model for the test stand. *click, we made a few assumptions allowing us to model the system with ideal elements. Mostly this is was a textbook mass-spring-damper problem the only difference being that the test stand has a two stage damper and energy loss due to friction. The purpose in trying to understand this is so that parts can be tested have their individual behavior observed before going into the reactor.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are typical position, velocity and acceleration curves for a scram. You can sort of see the difference between the first and second stage of the damper in the velocity *click *click and acceleration graphs *click *click



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And from the model we get these graphs which don’t perfectly agree with the actual curves but demonstrate similar behavior



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The actual requirements of a scram are that the shim arms to drop 5 deg in first 240 ms. The surf student last year used an algorithm to better let the computer determine when this happens. The reactor ops used to have to take a ruler to a print out of the data and trace out the 5 deg drop time as well as manually set up the equipment needed to record and initiate a scram.



Manually Program 
Current Source 
and Recorder 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This diagram is what you would see on the tech spec. Basically they select which shim to record data from by changing the BNC connection behind the control panel. This is run through a 60 hz. Filter to eliminate noise from the power lines and then plugged into a recorder. To trigger a Scram for the test a current source is connected to one of four nuclear channels that monitor power output from the reactor. By simulating a current that would normally be associated with a sudden spike in output the reactor scrams. The trigger output on the current source is hooked up to the recorder to ensure it records during the scram. Both devices need to be manually programmed at the beginning of this setup.



Current source 
programmed and 
triggered by laptop All shim arm data 

streamed to laptop 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the all the new systems have been installed the set up will be much easier. One needs only connect the laptop to an Ethernet port on the control panel and then connect the current source to the laptop and the nuclear channel. Nothing needs to be programmed or loaded



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This was the program at the beginning of the summer.



 Real-Time connection status 
 Refresh program to detect device 

connections 
 Shim arm selection 
 Auto-configuration of current 

source 
 Scram Trigger 
 

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the program now. Key differences include *list off bullets*.



3. Power up the Current Source and program it by the 
 following: 
 a. "Memory" 1 "Enter" 
  
 b. "Source" 1 4 0 "Exponent" 6 "Enter" 
  
 c. "V-Limit" 1 5 "Enter" 
  
 d. "Memory" 2 "Enter" 
  
 e. "Source" 2 8 0 "Exponent" 6 "Enter" 
  
 f. "V-Limit" 1 5 "Enter" 
  
 g. "Dwell" "." 0 0 3 "Enter" 
  
 h. "Reset" 
 

3.Click the “Program Current Source” 
button. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the operators this means drastic simplification and less chance of user or system error.



2. Load the 5-Degree drop program on the recorder by the 
following: 
 a. Press “MENU”, select “#5 – Load/Save”. 
  
 b. Select “Int.RAM” for Media.  Select “Load” for 
    Function. 
  
 c. Select “Set 1” which is “5 DEG R-D”.  Put the cursor 
    on “Execute” and press “Yes”.  Press the “Monitor” 
    button. 
 

a. Run “5DegRodDrop.exe” from the desktop. 

14. Save the data: 
 a. Insert a formatted disk into the disk drive.  
  
 b. Press “MENU”, select “#5 – Load/Save”. 
  
 c. Media = “FD” 
     Mode = “Data” 
     Function = “Save(Binary)”  
     Filename = Assign a unique filename for each shim (e.g. 
    “1SHIM5DG” or “2SHIM5DG”) 
     Use the knob and arrow keys to select letters 
  
 d. Put the cursor on “Execute” and press “Yes”. 
  
15. To calculate the drop time perform the following: 
 a. Press the “SHIFT/LOCAL” key and then press the “MEMORY 
     PRINT/DISPLAY” key. 
  
 b. Press the “Cursor(Zoom)” key.  Press the “Ref On/Off” 
     key.  This locks down one cursor at the trigger point 
     (scram point). 
  
 c. Use the knob to move the other cursor until the voltage value 
    shown at the top of the screen is at least the calibrated value for a 
    5° delta for the shim under test (nominally -0.687 V).  Use the 
    “Zoom up” key to improve the resolution of the curve. 
  
 d. After selecting the value for the cursor, press the “Zoom down” 
    until the whole trace is shown on the screen.  Press “SHIFT/LOCAL” 
    and then “CHART SPEED/HARDCOPY”.  This will print a copy of the 
    trace with the drop time recorded at the top. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again more simplifications. For steps the large chunk of procedure the operators can simply look at the 5 degree drop time.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a scram we recorded last week. Just as it is important to record the behavior of the shims in a Scram, it is also important to record how the shims behave for the full range of operation. This is part of the Shim Withdrawal TSP



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Withdrawal test is simple. The arms go out, the arms go in and you can’t really explain why that’s terribly important without going into too much detail. But know that it’s mostly to satisfy the tech. spec.



 Gained LabVIEW expertise 
◦ Useful for research back home 

 Made program to reduce user  and system 
error 

 Learned practical mechanics 
◦ How it’s applied to engineering 

 Made usable procedure updates 
 
 
 



 Make more appealing to reactor operators 
 Run comparison of old system to new 
 Investigate scrams at different angles 
 Automate analysis of Test Stand damper 
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